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1. ABSTRACT  

 

We are JoyBugz.com, an internet event planner website that allow online consumer to 

customize party items through selection of color. The main mission of Joybugz is make 

use of colors to help online consumer create a themes of their event. The reason we use 

colors as theme is because we believe that colors can bring difference emotion and 

meaning to every party in the same time make the party more valuable and memories. 

Our motivation to build JoyBugz.com is we want to try something difference or better 

compare to the traditional way to create a party or event. This is where JoyBugz.com 

born, we found that we can apply the similar strategy through online. User can just click 

and select what their needs to create an event. After that, JoyBugz create and design 

party items base on their needs. 

Joybugz website focus in 3 kind of services which is pre-order, product and invitation. 

This is a package of services that event needs. First, we should know the theme of event 

and that's why we created order function to consumer, it allow consumer to understand 

what is their needs and theme for an event. After that, our designed party item will be list 

as our product which help to attract or brief online user to understand what Joybugz 

doing. Last, Joybugz also allow online consumer to invite their friend by e-mail and the 

respond function which make user more easy to count who is coming for their event. 

Another way to explain our services flow is allow online consumer to discuss idea with 

us, purchase product from us to prepare event and last is invite their friend to the event 

through online. All we hope is let consumer more easy to create a party event in the 

future with our creative product and idea. 
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2. INTRODUCTION 

2.1: Background 

What is JoyBugz.com? JoyBugz is an internet event planner through interactive website 

who use color to design party items and theme base on online consumer needs. This 

website is built by 3 Multimedia Design Students from Tunku Abdul Rahman College for 

final year project. 

Through our research, we found that market of party item in Malaysia is still weak and 

traditional. Most of them only apply basic design in party item which people feel that are 

invaluable, they will throw away after used. That's why nowadays people who purchase 

party item to celebrate an event is lesser. Therefore, we try to challenge it with apply our 

ability in party items design. 

Every party must have a theme to make it more valuable and memorable, we believe 

that we use colors to create a theme and design in those party items can bring 

difference meaning, significant and sense. 

Hence, we inspired by this research and build out Joybugz.com which allow online user 

to customize party item with color and theme selection. Besides that, we also provide 

party needs for an event in our website such like invitation of guests. By doing this, we 

believe that we can increase the value of an event. 
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2.2: Problem Statement and Solution 

The reason why party item become invaluable is because of few reason as below: 

2.2.1 - Duration of Time in Create An Party 

As experience of us to prepare an event, we have to go a lot of place to purchase this 

and that which wasting us a lot of time, we might also need to waste up a day to discuss 

the plan with event planner about the items, the decoration and lots of things. End up we 

might because having busy situation and cancel the event or simply make a unsatisfied 

event. 

This is where we try to solve the problem, with JoyBugz you can just click on our 

services such like order, purchase and invite through online. Consumer can make a pre-

order from us to gain the idea and theme base on their event needs. After that, we 

create the party item base on the color and theme selected. Once they confirm and 

ready for event, they can just use our invitation services to invite their friend through e-

mail. From Joybugz, we believe that we can help consumer to save up more time and 

created a more satisfied event. 

2.2.2 - Lack of idea and themes 

Sometime an event are not planned well because cannot meet consumer requires and it 

affected client memories and experience since has spent a lot of money to buy 

something not satisfied. Most of this happen because they lack of idea and theme in 

creating an event. That's why theme in an event is important before to start other 

preparation.    

Hence, Joybugz has decided to make use of color as theme to help consumer get idea 

and imagination from our website before start to help them to design or decorate the 

event. The reason we use color as theme because we believe color can represent a lot 

of thing and imagination. Once consumer get the idea base on the event they want, they 

can just the request from us and we try to design a sample to let them preview  before 

they decide to purchase. 
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2.2.3 - Invaluable Party items 

One of the biggest problem why party item become invaluable is because nowadays 

party item have a fixable design or normal design which let consumer feel nothing 

special at all, all the party item will be no more value after used which they will throw 

away. 

For this solution, we has been think about the design of party item. We need to apply a 

special, creative and series party item base on the consumer themes so that they will 

feel it bring value, meaning and significant to the event. Besides that, some of the 

consumer might also keep a series of party items design and decorate it in own house to 

recall the memorable of pass party. 

2.2.3 - Invitation Problem 

Another major problem is nowadays, user like to make thing easy and fast just like 

online shopping. If compare from here, user created an event and want to invite his 

friend by using SMS and phone or e-mail better? We never say that SMS and phone is 

no benefits at all, but it waste user a lot of money and time also. Between that, user still 

have to record the attendance by using his own hand. Why don't just try to use e-mail 

invitation to invite friend since nowadays technology is advance. 

Joybugz allow user to invite their friend through invitation services. Once consumer 

invite their friend through e-mail and get respond, consumer will see what their friend 

respond in our invitations services and make attendance list for the event. From here, 

consumer can save up more time compare with using SMS and phone. 
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2.3: Motivation and Challenges 

We want to make JoyBugz as a very useful and creative website for the society. We 

want them feel that a creative theme and party item design can bring more valuable and 

memorable for an event or themselves. We also want to fulfill the satisfaction for 

customer and make sure customer will enjoy our website with easily, fast, and deserve 

to create an event. 

Even we notice Malaysia are still lacking this kind of product and services because 

everyone think this is a low-income market and invaluable since the way of create an 

event become normal and basic. Describe by simple way is no company willing to 

launch this kind of system because they feel it contain a lot of risk and more prefer 

traditional way which deal with face by face and use fixable party item design.  

But obviously the social network user is keep increasing today, why not we have a try for 

it through online?  and why we don't have a try in create a creative party themes and 

party item design to improve back the value of creating an event? 

Besides that, it was a very challenge project for us because we are first time to touch 

about shopping cart and invitation function. In additional, we also interest in create a lot 

of package design which we feel that is also a challenge that prove us ability whether 

suitable to do product design or not. 
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2.4: The Flow of Ideas 

After discussion, we come to build flow of JoyBugz website. First, we will focus in the 

main problem and solution which is create a website allow customer to customize the 

party item through color selection, and invitation. There are no limitation to set user for 

which event since it all party item and theme is design by us. 

Therefore, Joybugz website will be focus in 3 main link which is pre-order, product and 

invitation. Pre-order is the link to help consumer tell us what color and themes they need 

in for their event. Once they send the information to us, we will start to brainstorm and 

design a template for them. 

Besides that, we also will distribute a link for product. This is use for display our product 

to help consumer understand what we doing. We also make this product link as 

shopping cart because consumer who like our designed product can just direct purchase 

from our website. 

For the last one will be an invitation template, this is the link that we offer a temporary 

invitation blog through online and it help to contain the list of invited member and the 

detail of the event location. We also offer a few invitation card design to let invitation blog 

look more professional and attraction. 

2.5: Summary 

As conclusion, we believe that JoyBugz can help consumer to reduce their time in 

planning an event. Besides that, we also believe that the value of party items can 

improve with our idea. Consumer no longer just throw away after used, they still can 

choose a series of design and decorate in their house to keep the previous party 

memories. Color is the best imagination and significant for everything as "Color Bring 

Party Life".  
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3. PROJECT SCOPE 

3.1: Aim and Objective 

Our aim is allow online consumer to customize the party item and theme through color 

selection.  We would like to make sure online consumer can enjoy and ease of use from 

our website because we are not provide to create the party item and theme only but also 

providing services such like invitation. 

 

3.2: The Potentials and Possible Comings 

3.2.1 - Our project potentials 

 Use color as themes to create or design a series of party item 

 Allow online consumer to pre-order, preview or purchase party items from us by 

select the color and theme with online 

 Online user can make a invitation list from our website which will help them to 

invite their friend through online, after all it help user more easy to create the 

attendance list. 

 Still have some potentials feature such like budget count and more party needs 

product which can help consumer to reduce their time in planning. 

3.2.2 - Our project possible comings 

 There are limitation from our product and services ( Have to find extra services 

from outside sources) 

 We might cannot find any background support or supplier for this project. ( lack of 

technology) 

 society who are not friendly in use e-mail ( Invitation from our website not useful) 

 Joybugz party item design and themes not satisfied by consumer ( Not match of 

color selection) 

 The idea might overtake by others event company in the end because we cannot 

provide full product services such like other event company. 
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3.3: Target Audience 

Our target audience will be online consumer who wish to create an event with theme and 

contain special element such like product design. Event can be listed in many categories 

such like party, birthday, wedding and so on. It a good point for us because we no need 

focus in limit categories, people who need us to design their party item and theme and 

we just do for it. 

 

3.4: Project Responsibility   

JoyBugz.com project is handle by 3 students from Multimedia Design course in Tunku 

Abdul Rahman College and their position will be listed as below: 

 

 NG FON HOE – Leader  

 

Preferred Skills:      

Position: Project Manangment, HTML coding, PHP coding, Strategy and Decision. 

 Planning the strategy and flow for project and also share the workload to each 

member. 

 Finalize website flow. 

 Completed all the function of website ( PHP ) 

 Create the promotional video for website. 

 Take part to complete HTML code for website. 

 Representive to consult or collect outside source comment (website design 

comment). 

 Seek for solution of whole project when meet problem. 

 In charge for report. 

 Finalize Joybugz project. 
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 NG SWEE YAO – Graphic Designer 

 

Preferred Skills:      

Position: Graphic Design, HTML coding, PHP coding . 

 Create screen design and Icon design for website. 

 Create the product design, banner design and e-card design for website use. 

 Finalize all the website screen design. 

 Research for extra function which we would like to try apply in website. 

 Completed the HTML part for the website. (HTML) 

 Assist in debug the PHP problems. 

 

 LOW KAR WEI – Assistance and Product Designer 

 

Preferred Skills:  

Position: Input Tester, Product Design, PHP coding. 

 Create the product design for website use. 

 Testing all the function and understand how it work before use. 

 Assist in PHP and HTML script. 

 Research for all the information need. 

 Solve the script problem for PHP and HTML. 

 Assist in collect information from outside sources. 
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3.5: Project Timeline 

Week Progression 

Week 1   Reconstruct all the plan, design, and flow from previous 

semester 

 Start to build HTML for website. 

 Supervisor confirmation 

Week 2 ( Chinese New Year Holiday) 

Week 3  Change our the project idea due confuse 

 3rd critical review  

 Consultation with supervisor 

 Improve and stable back our main idea base on 

supervisor comment. 

 Redesign all the website and flow of idea. 

Week 4  Progress in create base on new website design and flow. 

 Make solution for every problem meet. 

 Research all the related information and apply in our 

website. 

Week 5  Finalize the website flow and design 

 Consultation with supervisor 

 Add on more function and idea in our website base on 

comment 

 Create new flow for website design 

Week 6  Progress in create new screen design and function 

 Adjust and modify the HTML code and PHP function  

 Consultation through e-mail with supervisor 

Week 7  Completed all the function for website 

 Start in typing report 

 Present for 4th critical review and consultation 

 Change the design and flow base on critical review 

comment 

Week 8  Finalize Joybugz Project 

 Submit , Final Presentation and Exhibition 
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3.6 Budget Plan 

Since JoyBugz are new start-up website, we are more focus in prototype our idea with a 

visual and functional website so we can get more comment to refine or make this 

website better once we decide to continue in the future. We just need some money to 

supply our website only such as the domain name so we able to put in online and get 

more comment from social network. 

3.7 Resource Plan 

Of cause this project cannot completed by our own because we lack of the technology to 

build this. So we come to find the solution which is try to deal this idea with party supplier 

or printing supplier. We have discuss this idea with few supplier people. Base on their 

conclusion, some of them might interest with it but want us to complete all the flow and 

visual design before they decide to aid us to launch this idea. The resource we need for 

our idea is party supplier who can print their product by themselves. If we success to get 

cooperate with this company, we might have more chance to try on this idea.  
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4. PAST AND RELATED WORK 

4.1.1: Basic Research and PHP Apply 

What type of PHP use on Joybugz website? 

There are 3 type of PHP plugin that is use into Joybugz website is: 

1. PHP Categories 

2. PHP Order list 

3. PHP Invitation function 

 

How we create of PHP and work on Joybugz website? 

1. PHP Categories 

We using category part to creating page whose code is on this web page allows to 

input all the categories at once, although there is allows category editing. The 

category creating page's only goal is to let admin user to create categories, and this 

involves one table of the MySQL db, function, which is where the category list is 

stored. As usual, we start with config.php since without it; the MySQL-based 

webpage would not be viable. It might not able to relate to a db without knowing the 

magic words. Next, the security of the page is dealt with by ensuring the page visitor 

has the administrator's username. Note that the various pages on our Joybugz use 

both forms and URL query strings to transfer data between pages, so both POST 

and GET are checked for username, and if neither works, the visitor is sent to the 

login script. 

 

2. PHP Order list 

On our Joybugz website, we have set a data is *usually* stored in a database, we are 

going to be storing our custom list order in a column in a SQL table. We try using 

MySQL just because that's what I use, but as far as we know, all queries should work 

with any of the SQL database. 

We have set up a table. Create a table named 'order' with a column named 'id', 

‘invoice_id’, ‘product_id’, and qualitity ‘and’ date_created’ to storing all the data products. 
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3. PHP Invitation function 

We create a database table name as “invitation” to storage online user email and allow 

them to sent message by mail to others. Next, allow online users to start signing up to 

our invite system you will get a database of email address and unique invite codes. 

Once you are ready to start inviting people to your website simply write a script that will 

send them an email with a link to a file such as register.php?invite=invitecode.  

How it work on Joybugz website? 

1. PHP Categories 

Is allows online user ordering of categories with an easy to use, just press add to cart 

button and to purchase products/items. The ordering process is accessed under a 

Posts->Category Order menu screen. The top-level categories display, and each 

category can press on button “Add to cart”, and add to the desired location on the list. 

A button, "Click the Order Categories," saves the order 

2. PHP Order list 

The PHP Order list is to displays a customizable list of products, which allows the 

online user to select items, choose quantity and view totals and subtotals. The order 

form is JavaScript enhanced but not dependent upon JavaScript. 

Two example order forms are provided: example one includes a standard PayPal 

button, sending the total and other order information for payment to your account. 

The second example includes contact information fields and sends an order email to 

an address you specify. 

 

3. PHP Invitation Function 

All online users will then be able to sent through their invite message using email to 

email that inform others friends to attend the party.  However, it might allow the 

online users save time and save cost to use invitation function. Is it easy to use for 

sent a message to others. 
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4.1.2: How to define a good website? 

There are 9 Principles of good design to build a website: 

1. Precedence (Guiding the Eye) 

Precedence is the one of important part to build a good web. However, user’s eyes will 

the first view to look through the website how it look like and how it feel. For example, we 

should want the users to go from the logo/brand to primary positioning statement, next to 

punch image (to give the sites personality), then to the main body text, with navigation 

and a sidebar taking a secondary position in the sequence.  

What user should be looking at is up to you, the Web designer, to figure out.  

To achieve precedence we should have many tools at the webpages: 

 Position — Where something is on a page clearly influences in what order the 

user sees it. 

 Color — Using bold and subtle colors is a simple way to tell your user where to 

look. 

 Contrast — Being different makes things stand out, while being the same makes 

them secondary. 

 Size — Big takes precedence over little (unless everything is big, in which case 

little might stand out thanks to Contrast) 

 Design Elements — if there is a gigantic arrow pointing at something, guess 

where the user will look? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Capture the Valley uses bars of color to guide your eye through sections from  
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2. Spacing 

Spacing makes thing clearer. In web design, there are three aspects of space that need 

to apply: 

 Line Spacing 

The space between the lines directly affects how readable it appears. You might control 

the line spacing using CSS. 

 Padding 

Padding is the space between elements and text, putting space between text and the 

rest of the world makes it infinitely more readable and pleasant. 

 White Space 

The term simply refers to empty space on a page (or negative space as it’s sometimes 

called). White space is used to give balance, proportion and contrast to a page. 

A lot of white space tends to make things seem more elegant. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Marius has a very clean, very simple site with plenty of space. 
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3. Navigation 

Navigation is the one a concept to manage the site more clearly. Is it show users where 

the users can go and where should go.  Next, the text of a button should be pretty clear 

as to where it’s taking you. Aside from the common sense, it’s also important to make 

navigation usable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Noodlebox does a good job of using on/off states in their navigation to keep  

the user oriented. 
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4. Design to build 

We must plan and do a screen design in Photoshop before start to build a real website. 

This the few steps we must to thing before do. 

 Can it actually be done?    

You might have a design that looks beautiful but is 1100px wide and will result in a 

horizontal scroller for the majority of users. It’s important to know what can and can’t be 

done. 

 What happens when a screen is resizes? 

Do you need repeating background? How will they work or is that design centered or left 

aligned? 

 Are you doing anything that is technically difficult? 

All with CSS positioning is some like vertical alignment are something difficult and best 

avoided. 

 Could small changes in your design greatly simplify how you build it? 

Design can make a big different in how you has the code your CSS later. Elements of a 

design cross over each other, it adds a little complexity to the build. 

 For large sites, particularly, can you simplify thing? 

To use CSS to make a buttons and have never looked back. Next, make the buttons 

don’t always have the flexibility but the savings in build time from not having to make 

dozens of little button images are huge. 
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5. Typography 

Text is the most common element of design, so it’s not surprising that a lot of thought 

has gone into it. It’s important to consider things like: 

 Font Choices 

 Font sizes 

 Spacing 

 Line Length 

 Color 

 Paragraphing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: If anyone knows good type it’s iLoveTypography! 
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6. Usability 

Web design not just about pretty pictures. With so much information and interaction to 

be effected on a Web site, it’s important that you, the designer, provide for it all. That 

means making your Web site design usable. 

These are the some aspects of usability – navigation, precedence, and text. Here are 

the three more important; 

 Adhering to Standards 

There are certain things people expect, and not giving them causes confusion. For 

example, if text has an underline, you expect it to be a link. Doing otherwise is not good 

usability practice. 

 Think about what users will actually do 

In Prototyping is a common tool used in design to actually ‘try’ out a design. This is done 

because often when you actually use a design, you notice little things that make a big 

difference. 

 Think about user tasks 

To guide the users what can they actually to do? List down the different types of tasks 

people might do on a site, how they will achieve them and how easy you want to make it. 

(E.g. ‘start shopping’, ‘learn about what we do,’ etc.) At the end of the day, your Web 

design is a tool for people to use, and people don’t like using annoying tools! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Happycog know usability inside out, and their own site is simple and easy to 

use. 
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7. Alignment 

Keeping things lined up is as important in Web design as it is in print design. Those’d not 

to say that everything should be in a straight line, but rather that you should go through 

and try to keep things consistently placed on a page. Aligning makes your design more 

ordered and digestible, as well as making it seem more polished. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Electric pulp manages to look rough, but if you look closely you realize there is 

a firm grid and things actually all line up. 
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8. Sharpness 

Keep the design more crisp and sharp is important in Web design. To achieve a sharp 

design should have to: 

 Keep shape edges snapped to pixels. This might involve manually cleaning up 

shapes, lines, and boxes if you’re creating them in Photoshop. 

 Make sure any text is created using the appropriate anti-aliasing setting. To use 

‘Sharp’ a lot. 

 Ensuring that contrast is high so that borders are clearly defined. 

 Over-emphasizing borders just slightly to exaggerate the contrast. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: The ExpressionEngine site is the soul of clarity. Everything is sharp and clean. 
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9. Consistency 

Consistency means making everything match. Heading sizes, font choices, coloring, 

button styles, spacing, design elements, illustration styles, photo choices, etc. Everything 

should be themed to make your design coherent between pages and on the same page. 

Keeping the design consistent is about being professional. Inconsistencies in a design 

are like spelling mistakes in an essay. They just lower the perception of quality. 

Whatever your design looks like, keeping it consistent will always bring it up a notch. 

Even if it’s a bad design, at least make it a consistent, bad design. 

The simplest way to maintain consistency is to make early decisions and stick to them. 

With a really large site, however, things can change in the design process. Having a 

good set of CSS style sheets can also go a long way to making a consistent design. Try 

to define core tags like <h1> and <p> in such a way as to make your defaults match 

properly and avoid having to remember specific class names all the time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Veerle does a great job of keeping even the tiniest details consistent across 

the board. 
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4.1.3 How to print design a paper plate or plastic plate? 

Through our research, we found that Malaysia have a lot of company that are able to 

supplier this kind of printing services. This is prove that we are able to build the final 

outcome in the future. 

 

 

Example of company that able to do plate printing 

             

 

 

 

 

 

 

' 

 

 

 

 example of plate design 
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4.1.4  How to build a shopping cart by PHP? 

In our website, there are some function shopping cart we need to do research for it 

because this is the first time we build the cart start from the basic. 

 

 

Example of Code for Shopping Cart 

 

 

Example of video tutorial for shopping cart with variables 
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4.1.5  How to build invitation with e-mail function by PHP? 

Besides that, we also need to research that how to apply e-mail function with PHP so 

that allow our user to send e-mail and invite others people. 

 

 

Example of sending mail with HTML 

 

 

Good Explanation which let us understand more easily 
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4.1.6  Example of color explanation 
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4.1.7  How our idea get market value in nowadays? 

 

There are a lot of company doing such product design nowadays, and it has proved that 

our idea having a lot of market in the future. Through our research, we found that this 

kind of market are still weak in Malaysia, which we search through Google there are only 

a few party supplier company doing this kind of services in Malaysia. 

Besides that, we also applied other services such like invitation in our Joybugz. From 

here, we think that we should have a try in Malaysia market and see how society 

respond . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Respond for One-stop Party shop from Singapore ( Success ) 
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Respond for Abby Creative Design Malaysia ( Success ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A very popular Party shop from oversea ( Success ) 
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4.1.8 Where we apply Jquery, PHP, and database server? 

 

 Use PHP to create all table for record data use. 

 Homepage applied Jquery slider to make the slide show. 

 About us applied a Jquery slider to make our introduction. 

 We also applied order form which use to record all the user order and invitation 

data.  

 Shopping cart in require all the php function to make it easy to update and read. 

 We will use PHP in upload, add to cart, log in and order list function. 

 We also will use Appserv server as our database server. 

4.1.9: Software and Hardware Used 

 Adobe Dreamweaver 

We used adobe Dreamweaver as our main software to create the website. Adobe 

Dreamweaver Allow us to build a website with HTML 5, CCS 3, JavaScript, Jquery, 

and PHP script. 

 Adobe Photoshop 

We used adobe Photoshop as our slides software and design the interface design 

and layout of the website. Mostly we are using  Photoshop in adjusting color and size 

which we going to apply in our website. 

 Adobe Illustrator  

We used adobe Illustrator as our software to draw vector or cartoon to input to the 

website. All the tracing vector and graphic will be trace at Illustrator. 

 Appserv  

A windows web development environment software that use to build database and 

admin table for website.  
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4.2: Competitor Analysis 

 

1.  www.partyshop.com.my 

Description: The largest online party store website in Malaysia. It has an event party 

page and online shopping cart store to purchase party items. 

Pros: 

 Already have the shopping cart store to purchase party items through online. 

 Have media connection already. 

 Company that have long history from 1998 years. 

 normal population ( Facebook only 2000 people like) 

Cons: 

 Only focus in selling party stuff but basic party item design or plane design. 

 No others services such like pre-order and invitation. 

 No chance to let online consumer order and purchase something they really want. 

 No design and they only use open cart to do business. 

 

 

http://www.partyshop.com.my/
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2. www.facebook.com/pages/The-Pretty-Party-Planner/183810808316879 

Description: A small company that plan for celebrating party through Facebook. 

Cons: 

 Weak, no creative, and no professional. 

 Does not have a own website to introduce or interactive consumer. 

 No logo design, brand design which makes people cannot recognize it even good. 

 

 

 

  

http://www.facebook.com/pages/The-Pretty-Party-Planner/183810808316879
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3. www.abbycreativedesigns.com 

Description: A small D.I.Y planning company that provide design stuff and plan for 

customer. 

Pros: 

 Nice and creative design planning 

 Similar with our idea 

Cons: 

 Only show and describe about own project. 

 No extra function make customer easy to use ( Purchase and Invitation) 

 Need to plan and discuss face by face (need waste time for customer to meet up) 

 Too many categories and it make the website longer ( consumer need to drag 

very long to preview what the company done before).  

 

 

 

http://www.abbycreativedesigns.com/
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5. DESIGN MANANGMENT 

5.1: Contain Guideline and Strategy 

JoyBugz have total 6 main pages which are homepage, about us, pre-order, product, 

invitation, and contact us. 

Homepage will display about our banner and some welcome information which can let 

user more easily to understand what JoyBugz doing. Besides that, we also applied at 

step by step information to lead what should user do in our website. Next, inside about 

us we will display about our promotional video and descript some information about 

developer and contact page will be the page that allow user to ask us question, help, or 

contact number and location. 

Our main thing will be 3 link which are pre-order, product and invitation. Inside pre-order, 

we are introduced about each meaning for the colors. This help user to understand what 

color they should choose for their event themes and idea. Below of this, we will apply a 

pre-order form to let online consumer to make order from us base on their color and 

theme selection. This is limit to user who join as our member only. 

For the product page, we will make it as a shopping cart to let online consumer purchase. 

Besides that, the reason we apply product page not only let user to purchase but give 

them a small brief about what we can do and what we doing. For those who would like to 

purchase our party items design also need to apply as our member. 

Last, the invitation page will use to help user invite their friend as a list in our page, we 

decide to build this function as free for all. The reason we do free for all is because no 

matter user purchase our product or not, once consumer use our invite services, there 

will people who enter our website and see what we doing. This is a strategy which help 

us to promote our idea and products. Besides that, we also provide free e-card invitation 

to show in the guest profile to make it more attraction. 
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5.2: Site Map 

 Front-End 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Back-End 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Homepage 

 

About Us * Pre-order * Product * Invitation Contact Us 

 

Payment 
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Invitation Form 
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(Card Selection) 

 

Event List 

 

Event Profile 

 
Invited Guest 
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Login Member 
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Categories 

Product 
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Order 
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5.3 Screen Design (Final) 

 

 

HomePage 

 

Contact Us 
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About Us Top Part 

 

About Us Bottom Part 
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Pre-order Top Part 

 

Pre-order Bottom Part 
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Product Top Part 

 

Product Bottom Part 
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Invitation Main Page

 

Invitation Create Event Page 
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Invitation Card Selection Page 

 

Event Profile 
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Login In Design 

 

Register Design  
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6. RISK MANANGMENT 

Every project have own risk and to make a project success we have to understand what 

the risk for the project and how we overcome it. JoyBugz is a new start-up business 

project and we believe it have a lot of risk in the progress to launch this project. The risk 

of JoyBugz state as below: 

 Need a very creative and special design to avoid us become another basic 

design company. 

 Need to help user or consumer keep up the attendance list. 

 Party supplier is important for us, without their supplier we cannot do anything. 

 Party supplier might overtake or steal the idea from us. 

 Have to understand about color knowledge to improve the graphic and 

creativity. 

 Have to deal a lot with others partner to improve our services in Joybugz. 

 Have to involve financial management.  

 Have to keep update for the latest design and information. 

 

7. FUTURE POTIENTAILS  

Joybugz still contain a lot of future potentials which we believe can let the market of 

Joybugz become bigger. 

 Can cooperate with other shop such like beaker shop and present shop. 

 Can do a budget counting system to let consumer count how much cost they 

should spend base on the attending guest. 

 Can applied more material for design such like T-shirt, party hat, balloon. 

 Can apply a location planning function which allow consumer to set the place by 

their own. 
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8. INDIVIDUAL SECTION 

7.1: Technical Section 

7.1.1 - Idea development 

As a project leader, I am in charge for idea development and planning. First I would like 

to explain how we get this idea. In the early, we discuss about do an wedding event 

website, which is build the wedding animation video and package design for wedding 

couple. Base on this idea, we have go through research and discuss around our lecture 

such like Ms.Teng , Ms.Yarshi to get their comment about our idea. Unfortunately, what 

we get from the discussion is that wedding company have every services already and is 

very hard to find a partner from them. 

After that, Me and group member has change the main idea into event planner. This 

time, our idea is to help consumer to get a value package from event supplier company. 

In here, we meet a lot of problems such like hard to find sponsorship because we still in 

development, hard to ask supplier to give us information because most of them have 

their own business website already and also commented by some friend said that this 

idea is more base on market and business strategy which not related with design. 

Hence, I continues to discuss more with group mate. In the same time, I already 

understand what is hard for us to do from our standard base on previous experience, so 

I set a question in my mind and share to my group mate which are " what thing can  

created by designer in an event and it let event so special and memorable?". Suddenly 

we get an idea from a party website name Abby Creative Design which are apply design 

in a series of party items. From here, we start to discuss and develop base on the idea. 

Through research from this Abby Creative Design website, I notice it only focus in design 

product but no apply any online services to consumer. That's why I start to discuss with 

group mate see whether which party services can apply with a website. 

Therefore, me and my group mate decide to create Joybugz which use color as a theme 

to help online consumer to create a series of party items. Besides that, we also provide 

online party services such like pre-order and invitation.  We have go through a lot of 

discussion in here to develop our idea become more better and once we get an idea, we 

start to share the work to each other to make it completed. 

NG FON HOE 
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7.1.2 - Website FlowChart 

I am also the person who handle the website flow chart. In the time we keep develop our 

idea for Joybugz. I have created a few of flow chart which try to let my group member 

understand what should they do and the flow of whole website. 

 

Joybugz First Flow Chart and Problems( I ) 

 Difference Link and Categories after we change to latest idea. 

 

Joybugz First Flow Chart and Problem ( II ) 

 User Testing - confuse and not familiar with the name of link. 

 Group member confuse and develop wrong link and flow. 

 Not detail in describe all the link and flow. 

 Mistake in the "invite" link because haven't develop until there yet. 

 

Joybugz First Flow Chart and Problem ( III ) 

 More easy and clear to understand with the name of link. 

 Solve the confusion link problem. 

 Still not yet detail to describe the flow of Joybugz. 
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Joybugz First Flow Chart and Problem ( IV ) 

 Solve the detail of flow for Joybugz 

 Add on a * to let group member understand which page is under member 

limitation. 

 Group member feel more easy to develop and create base on this flowchart. 

 User testing - Can explain most of the link and describe what function having 

inside the link. 
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7.1.3: Website Function Research 

Since our website is more focus in PHP function, I have been try to learn all the script 

and function from (http://www.w3schools.com/php/php_file_upload.asp). The reason I 

want to know about PHP function is because I would like to set a basement on where 

should I start to work as well as my group member. 

 

PHP script research ( V) 

Base on function research, I try to mix all the possible function which I think can do and 

share with my group member. That why I come to listed out all the function need in each 

of our page to let my group member more easily to understand where should we start to 

do and research about the information. 

 

Admin Page Requirement ( VI ) 

NG FON HOE 
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Function Location 

Upload image   Product 

 Ecard 

 Invitation Card ( Thumbnail ) 

 Guests Profile ( Original Image ) 

E-mail function  Guests Profile ( Invite people function ) 

 Contact us 

Record Data  Pre - order link ( to record pre-order ) 

 Shopping cart link ( to record purchase order ) 

Function we use in our front-end ( VII ) 

 

Admin Login Page Design ( VIII ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Admin Page and Links ( IX ) 
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In additional, I also take place to complete the flow for invitation design and invitation 

function to make sure my group mate have go through the flow correctly. 

 

Example of Selection Card Design Page ( IIX ) 

 

Example of our Invitation Guest Page (IIIX) 
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7.1.4: Promotional Video 

Except for develop idea and website, I think that we should apply one more promotional 

video to promote our website and idea through social network. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Screen 1 ( Show Logo )     Screen 2 ( Introduction Page ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      Screen 3 (Introduce with Color)           Screen 4 ( Transition Slide ) 
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Screen 5 (Display Our Product ) 

 

Screen 6 ( Product display 2) 

 

Screen 7 ( Invitation Explanation) 
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7.2: Result and Discussion 

7.2.1 - Self Question Discussion 

Although in idea development, I have asked myself a few question to discuss with others 

people and group member. 

1. Why people will choose our website to be use? 

The technology nowadays is increasing which Me and some friend believe the more 

advance technology, the most online consumer born. From what we discuss in a group, 

if we able to make the party item more valuable and memorable. I believe that those 

party item will not be use and throw only, they still have chance to keep the product and 

display in their house in future. 

2. Will this idea become special to others people except designer? 

This question I has discuss with a friend called Leong Wai Ting, who study in Tunku 

Abdul Rahman College. From what I get from him and his friend, I notice they feel create 

a party is a very normal happened. When I ask for the value and special for each party 

they attend, they cannot give me the answer. But once I start to told them about my idea, 

they feel is interesting if our product design is good instead to purchase a blank and 

white party item to celebrate an event which make me have confidence in this idea 

development. 

3. What the result we might intended? 

We have discuss this question in group with my group member. Yes, all of us might 

worry this project reject or ban by other people. But I strongly believe that still have 

people who willing to accept this idea and buy the product from us. Example like 

everything have the competitors, why don't just we try to create it out and see how they 

respond. At least at the end we understand and gain more experience when we go for 

another project. With this question, all members in my group have the motivate to 

complete this project in the end. 
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7.3: Summary 

Once we decide to create this Joybugz project, actually a lot of problem come in front of 

us. The major problem which we meet is about all of us still new in PHP code and we 

never try to create shopping cart and invitation function in the previous experience.  

In the early, me and my group mate Swee Yao and Kar Wei start to discuss which part 

we should focus in. Since I am the leader, I am base on our own ability to take position 

and start working. Swee Yao more strong in designing base that why I asked she to 

become the main designer for Joybugz. In additional, because of Kar Wei still in a basic 

standard in designing and scripting so that I requested him to become our assistance in 

the same time also start research and discover about shopping cart function. 

Since this is the first experience we touch a pure e-commerce website which not from 

open sources. We having very confuse situation in the early beginning. All of us decide 

reconstruct a simple idea compare with this Joybugz after discussion. But after all, we 

notice that we have no challenging in our final year project. Luckily we notice it in the 

early so we try to chase back all the progression from last time. 

This time, all of us really focus in the discussion to make Joybugz better. We always 

share our idea and research and try to combine it together and make Joybugz more 

special and outstanding. Suddenly, Swee Yao notice our website is just use to sale 

product and this is the reason we feel that website is nothing special at all. From this 

problem we start to research and discuss about what else we can do for an event 

planner by a website. From brainstorming to inspiration, we found convert into online 

from what services that an event company can provide to consumer is better. As the 

result we discuss from here, finally we get some idea from the services of a event 

company can provided into our website Joybugz which are pre-order and invitation or 

attendance list. 

Between that, we found that the main reason we cannot focus in a project is because we 

doesn't not have fix objective or context to develop our idea. In this situation, I suggest 

with my group member that we should think a objective so that we can continues 

develop this project with the correct way. Swee Yao and Kar Wei is agree about what I 

say and final we come out with one of the main objective which is " allow online 

consumer to customize party item with color and themes selection". 
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Anyway, there are still a lot of risk for us because we still new creating a shopping cart 

and invitation function also. For safety if we cannot created what we expect in the end, I 

suggest to do it step by step first instead of develop the whole function out. The reason I 

suggest like this way is because if we cannot complete the function at time, we still able 

to present the visual and flow of idea. 

We have used a lot of time in develop the function and graphic, luckily there are a return 

for us which is we can complete most of the function before the deadline. However, 

there are still having some problem in Joybugz which is we not really understand about 

Paypal system and how to apply this PayPal system in our Joybugz to make it look 

completed. Through discussion, we think that is the best to do a temporary "fake 

payment" to make the flow complete instead of just left the function not usable. 

7.4: Conclusion 

As a conclusion for this project, I think that we earn a lot of knowledge and skill in 

creating Joybugz. We share and discuss problem every time to improve our project idea. 

Yes, it might not stable yet but I still feel that we are archive something and challenge to 

another level which is we are first time to get in touch with a shopping cart and also 

invitation function. Besides that, I strongly believe that Joybugz can make party item 

more valuable and let consumer more easy to create an event and invite guest through 

online. Once again, I would like to say thanks to Mr.Yong, Swee Yao, Kar Wei and 

lecturer who help us to develop and comment in our idea and project. 
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7.1: Technical Section 

I am the main designer in Joybugz website. My position is to sketch or design all the 

Joybugz graphic and layout. In technical, I have use Adobe Illustrator to create some of 

the vector graphic like logo which going to apply as our Joybugz website. In additional, I 

also use Adobe Photoshop to create graphic with adjust all the color and size to make 

whole website look standard and nice. After completed all the design, I will asking 

member to help me out in applying all the design inside website. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1st Logo Design                                                      Second Logo Design 

 

 

Final Logo Design 
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Besides that, I use HTML5 and CCS 3 to create this Joybugz website. The reason I use 

HTML 5 and CCS 3 is because those are the latest script and have a lot of effect 

compare to older script. Example such like older script only allow <div> to make content 

but HTML 5 are allow me to use <section> <article> <header> and <footer> which allow 

me to understand more easily compare to old one. 

 

HTML 5 script and Php Code 
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7.2: Result and Discussion 

In the progression on design a web layout, I faces a lot of problem with the position and 

design style of a website that make our website look attraction and user friendly because 

there are a lot of contents. While I come to discussion and consult with lecture and group 

member, I notice that Joybugz screen design is begin to mortified and look better 

compare with previous one. 

 

While discussion, I have take notice and remember all the comment given by group 

member and lecture which help me to create a more better design. Our design has 

improve base on consultation with Mr.Yong. 

 

Below are the design that I keep on improve and make it more user friendly, and simple 

to user through discussion with group mate. We identify the problem and solve it. 

7.2.1- Homepage 

 

First Homepage Screen Design 

 User cannot understand what our website doing 

 No details information given because nothing to see at all 

 Too many font which make user not interest to our website. 
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Second Homepage Screen Design 

 Look more better compare with previous design 

 User more easy to understand what our website doing base on the simple 

introduction step by step. 

 Design still not stable and consistent yet because every page look difference (As 

below) 

 

Third Homepage Screen Design 

 Finalize and feel is the best one through discussion and comment by other 

people. 

 Design is in one series and more consistence. 
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7.2.2 - About Us 

 

First About Us Screen Design  

 Get comment by friend said that our about us is very ugly. 

 Too many font and not interactive at all. 

 About us should be simple and easy understand by user ( Comment by Fon Hoe ) 

 

Second About Us Screen Design 

 Have video which attract people stay in this page. 

 Simple and easy to understand because got the number icon to lead for reading. 

NG SWEE YAO 
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7.2.3 Pre-order Page 

 

Pre-order Page Screen Design 

 Have the nice square box to introduce about the color meaning with rotation. 

 User at least understand what they do in this page. 
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7.2.4 Product Design 

 

First Product - Shoping Cart Design 

 Simple Layout which not interest at all due all the color are not match 

 No apply any product so cannot understand how it look like ( Friend said) 

 

Second Product - Shoping Cart Design 

 Feel more comfortable and linking with other page. ( Group member ) 

 Better than previous design and flow. 
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7.2.5 Invitation Design and Flow 

 

Invitation Link Design 

 Have to add on graphic which help to attract user to press it ( Kar Wei and Fon 

Hoe) 

 Hard to understand because only word in the button. 

 

 Interesting with card design 

 User feel nice and creative ( Friends Comment ) 
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 Feel ok and have to improve more because the font and typo not really similar 

and small ( Comment by Fon Hoe ) 

 Seem nice if can adjust more better ( Comment by Friends ) 

  

 

 Look A series of color and design which use blue and red which similar with 

others links. 
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7.3: Summary and Conclusion 

As a conclusion, I think that I understand and learn a lot from this project which I really 

get in touch with group mate and friend. Their comment really help me and lead me to 

design a better and nice website. I also like the situation when our group discuss 

something together, it make me more focus in doing a project. However, I feel that is 

important to accept other people comment before to make a suggestion, this is the main 

thing I learn from this project. We have hardworking to go through this project this time 

due some problem in the early, but luckily all of my group mate are hardworking and try 

our best to complete it which I think is very good attitude compare with previous group.  
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7.1 : Technical Section 

In this final year project, my job is try to find a solution to solve the error parts of coding 

and test system before plugin to website. Beside that, I also help my group member to 

solve the coding error. Next, I was find drag and drop shopping cart to build onto our 

website make it users more convenience to use. I also do design products and upload 

into our web. 

However, I also may do some php, jquery and JavaScript research to link to our website 

and find what type of php system suit on our website. Do more research it might help our 

website more better and build a good website. 

 

7.2 : Result and Discussion 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is the concept idea of design product sample that I created. 
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This is the website tutorial to get us how to learn on php coding. 
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This is a AJAX Based Shopping Cart with PHP, CSS & jQuery as called as Drag and 

Drop shopping cart function. It might make our users easy to use to drag what their want 

to purchase from the categories part. 

 

 

This is the tutorial to teach us how to set up a database and create the table and insert a 

few products. 
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Next, it shows organized content into two main sections, which are almost identical in 

the XHTML markup they use – the first one, where all the products are displayed, and 

second one, acting as a shopping card. 

 

 

This is the detailed explanation of the structure of the product section. 
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This is the detail list after to purchase. It can cancel or remove button function when the 

users want to cancel their items in the list that have orders. 

 

This is the detail purchase total amount. 
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Problem: After we create, the error is come out. 

I have trying to find a solution to solve it. But, in the end I can’t find any solution to solve 

it. We trying to use others matter to replace this function. 

Besides that, I also try to research how to create PayPal function. Base on our 

supervisor it explain that have a free server which called as PayPal sandbox. It a free 

server to test checkout with credit card and debit card. There are a few problem I meet in 

the first place: 

a) I try to search any plug-in can plug-in for Joybugz so that save a lot of time. 

Unfortunately, the page is out of services. 

This is the link for unable to service - 

(https://developer.paypal.com/devscr?cmd=_sandbox-acct-session) 

b) After meet this, I try to apply but step by step from PayPal sandbox tutorial but at 

the end I still cannot understand the script develop for PayPal. 

c) When I notice this problem come toward me, I am thinking about solution to fix 

this PayPal problem. At the end I come out with the solution which is build a fake 

payment for temporary use as my final project. Once we decide to continue in 

advance, we have more time to discover or even can ask people who know this 

to help us out. 

LOW KAR WEI 
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7.3 :  Summary and Conclusion 

In this project, I believe that our project might useful and helpful to users create their own 

favor party. In our website, we have prepare many of useful system to allow users easy 

to use. For example, invitation system to allow users easy to use it to invite their friend to 

attend the party and help users to reduce their time and save cost. Next, this website I 

have learned a lot of skills and knowledge that useful to the next future project. 

Research is important to our lifestyle or future, it might helpful to a designer get a new 

concept idea. Next, we should teamwork to help each team members whenever needed.  
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8. APPENDIX 

Screen Design Does Not Want (Set 1) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                   Homepage          About Us 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shopping Cart One series Category   Shopping Cart Ala Carte 
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Promotion       Events 

 

Screen Design Does Not Want (Set 2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Homepage      About Us 
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Shopping Cart Step 1                                      Shopping Cart Step 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shopping Cart Step 3                                                          Shopping Cart Step 4 
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Screen Design Does Not Want (Set 3) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          HomePage                                   About Us 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          Shopping Cart          Contact Us 

 

 

Screen Design Does Not Want (Set 4) 
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Homepage Design 

 

About Us 

Idea develop refer 
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1. PartyShop 

www.partyshop.com 

 

 

 

 

2. Abby Creative Design 
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http://abbycreativedesigns.com/ 
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3. KDI Balloon Company 

http://www.kdiballoon.com/index.asp 

 

 

color selection page 

 

Product after apply design 
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Website Design Style Refer 
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